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The Encyclopedia of Window Fashions is the best-selling window decorating book in the world, with

1000 decorating ideas for windows, bedding, and accessories, and tons of practical information.

Chapters include: Draperies (90 drapery styles), Valances (97 styles), Swags and Cascades (68

styles), Cornice Boxes (102 styles) to name a few. It offers the largest scope of decorating ideas of

any book available.
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"Finally, a well organized easy-to-use book on window treatments." -- Joy A Gilbert, Interior

DesignerEndless combinations and imaginative schemes are portrayed by fusing tops, tiers,

draperies, mini blinds and shades to create fanciful decorative motifs. -- Home Textiles TodayThe

Encyclopedia of Window Fahions packs a wealth of information, neatly organized and easy to use.

-- KIRSCH--Rods and Rings

After decorating 6,000 homes; approximately 50,000 windows in Southern California, I decided to

write this book. My clients were always asking me if I had pictures of the window treatments I was

recommending for their windows. After looking--unsuccessfully--for a similar type of book I

immediately saw the need for a visual encyclopedic reference book for window decorating.

Good deal.



For those who have experience since there aren't any actual patterns however it does contain

yardage requirements for window sizes.

I love this book I have every edition of this author books its very resourceful. I does not show you

how to make the window treatments but its a guide for yardage so you will have an idea of how

many fabric to buy. It have lots of beautiful pictures of window treatment.

This book must contain every single style of window ever in existence. Great if you are trying to

understand your options for window decor - filled with pictures.

My local fabric store had this book, and after looking over the first few pages, I knew I had to have it

in my personal library. I will never buy another window treatment pattern again. This book covers

everything! Given are instructions for taking window measurements, yardages required for various

window treatments, solutions for "challenging" windows, and many detailed illustrations.

Appropriately titled, this is THE Encyclopedia of Window Fashions.

This book gives you a wealth of knowledge and ideas. There are no "how to's" in the book however,

so if you need sewing directions, you will need another reference. But there are charts on how to

figure how much material you will need, and little hints about the types of fabrics that will look good

and what to avoid with the different designs, so it is an excellent reference up to the point of actually

making the drapes or curtains yourself.

Someday I will use this.

Needed this for a class, great price.
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